We provide an evaluation of spectral features extracted from the signal return of a forward-looking ground penetrating radar to improve the detection performance of buried explosive hazards. The evaluations are performed on data collected at two different lanes at a government test site. The performance of the one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional (2D) and multiple (ML) spectral features will be contrasted through lane-based cross-validation for training and testing. Additional features to characterize the spectral behaviors of the forward-looking radar return will also be examined.
INTRODUCTION
Forward looking ground penetrating radar (FLGPR) is a viable technology for the detection of buried explosives that enables comfortable standoff distance. The detection task, however, is very challenging because of the low radar signal return strength, the lack of depth information, and the inadequate spatial resolution.
Previous attempts for target detection using FLGPR have been focusing on the intensity map generated from the beamformed radar return image. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] When exploiting the fact that a higher intensity could indicate signal reflection from a buried target, a simple detector based on size-contrast processing has been developed. 8 The detector provides a reasonable detection performance. The amount of false alarms, however, is high since any reflections from the ground, such as a piece of wood or a rock, can induce detections.
To reduce the amount of false alarms, frequency domain approaches have been explored. [9] [10] [11] The frequency domain approach looks into the spatial variation of the FLGPR return in the cross-track dimension to reduce the number of false detections. The spatial variation is assessed through the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the FLGPR data over a short cross-track segment centered at an alarm location. The FFT magnitudes at several frequency bins are collected to form the 1D spectral features. The previous work has shown that 1D spectral features are very effective in reducing the numbers of false detections caused by clutter objects. 11 The robustness of the 1D spectral features can be improved by using multiple 1D spectral features at several down-track positions located ahead and beyond an alarm location. This is because the declared alarm location may often be a few scans off from the actual target location. We shall denote the multiple 1D spectral features as ML spectral features.
Both the 1D and ML spectral features capture the variations of the FLGPR signal return in the cross-track dimension only and variations from the down-track dimension are ignored. It is logical to extend the ML approach by using a square spatial window centered at an alarm declaration and apply 2-dimensional FFT to obtain better spectral features. We call this approach the 2D spectral feature. of the three spectral features are comparable, with 2D giving slightly better results, followed by ML and 1D. The spectral features are found to reduce the amount of false alarms for the size-contrast based detector. Figure 1 illustrates our explosive hazard detection approach. In view (a), we show that the radar data is beamformed, then size-contrast filtered, and a candidate set of alarm locations is determined using a local-maxima prescreener. View (b) illustrates the feature extraction. For each alarm, 3 features are extracted: 1D, ML, and 2D FFT-based features. Finally, these features are used to train a KNN classifier, which classifies incoming alarms as false alarm or truepositive.
We shall summarize briefly in Section 2 the computation of the 1D, 2D and ML spectral features. A few statistical features will be introduced to better measure the frequency domain characteristics of the FLGPR signal return. Section 3 provides the description of the data used for evaluation. Section 4 is the experimental results, shown as receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, and Section 5 is the conclusion.
ALARIC FLGPR
The FLGPR images we use in this paper were collected using a system called ALARIC. This system is an FLGPR that is composed of a physical array of sixteen receivers and one transmitter. The T/R array is aimed about 8 meters in front of the vehicle with approximately a 35 degree grazing angle relative to the ground. In the past decade, FLGPR systems have primarily used their physical arrays (aperture) as well as their radar bandwidth for achieving high resolution imaging; conventional backprojection or time-domain correlation imaging has been used for this purpose. Those systems rarely tried to exploit imaging information that is created by the motion of the platform. The ground-based FLGPR community has referred to imaging methods that leverage platform motion as multi-look imaging. Though, in the airborne community, this is better known as synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging. SAR has been shown to be an effective tool for airborne intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) applications. The ALARIC system is equipped with an accurate GPS system. As a result, it is capable of processing both physical and synthetic aperture imaging, even when the platform moves along a nonlinear or curved path. To create the FLGPR images, a nonlinear processing technique called Adaptive Multi-Transceiver Imaging is used. This method exploits a measure of similarity among the 32 T/R images which adaptively suppresses artifacts such as sidelobes and aliasing ghosts. Table 1 contains the parameters of the ALARIC FLGPR that were used to create the images used in this paper. The FLGPR images are created for an area -11 to +11 meters in the cross-range direction-although only the -5 to +5 meter cross-range sub-region is used in our detection algorithms-where negative numbers indicate to the left of the vehicle. Coherent integration of the radar scans is done in a 5 meter area, starting 5 meters in front of the vehicle. The pixelresolution of the FLGPR image is 5 cm in the down-range and 3 cm in the cross-range directions. The center frequency is 800 MHz and the bandwidth is 1.4 GHz. The detection region we use is 10 meters wide, centered in the cross-range direction.
Miss-distance halo size
In this paper, we present results for a 1 meter radius miss-distance halo. There are many mechanisms of error in FLGPR that do not exist in downward-looking sensors, such as refraction at the air-ground boundary and other soil boundary layers, longer range imaging (which accentuates geo-location-based errors), and low-grazing angle specular groundbounce. As of yet, a comprehensive understanding of how these sources of error manifest into miss-distances does not exist. Furthermore, we believe that FLGPR can operate as an early-warning sensor, cueing operators to the presence of targets ahead. The operators can then slow down and use a downward-looking system to more accurately locate the hazard. This allows operators to overall travel at higher speeds, covering more terrain in less time. Next we describe the prescreener.
Prescreener
Consider an FLGPR image where is the cross-range coordinate and is the down-range coordinate. This image is first size-contrast filtered and then input to a local-maxima finding algorithm to determine candidate alarm locations. Our prescreener first calculates the size-contrast filtered image . This image is then used to find local maxima, which we identify as candidate target locations. A size-contrast filter is a simple operation defined by
where is the mean pixel value in the center of a surrounding halo of pixels and is the mean pixel value within the surrounding halo region. The center value is calculated as
where x and y determine the size of the box in which the pixels are added. The halo value is computed by
It is easy to see that the images and , for all in the image, can be computed by convolution. The image is calculated by convolving with a rectangle of size , each pixel having a value of the preceding fraction in (2) . Similarly, is calculated by convolving with a halo with inner . We empirically tested many values of the size-contrast parameters and found that worked the best in general (although, the results for similarly sized and shaped filters were virtually identical). These are the parameter values we use for the results presented in this paper.
After is calculated, we pass this image through a local-maxima finding algorithm. Our method first computes a maximum order-filtered image with a 3 meter x 1 meter rectangular kernel. We denote this order-filtered image as . Essentially, each pixel in the size-contrast filtered image is replaced by the maximum pixel value within a 3 meter cross-range and 1 meter down-range rectangle, centered on the pixel. Figure 2 shows an example of an FLGPR image in view (a), its respective size-contrast filtered image in view (b), and its associated order-filtered image in view (c). As this figure shows, the order-filter reduces the effect that noise-induced artifacts have on finding "hot spots" in the image. Alarms are identified by the operation
where A is the set of local-maxima locations. The minimum operator prescreens alarm locations that have a very low image value (confidence). We chose a value of 10 for this threshold as this only eliminates alarms with the lowest of confidences. This prescreening threshold merely minimizes the computational cost of the subsequent algorithms by reducing the number of alarms to a manageable number. We also annotate the alarm locations A with the value of the size-contrast image pixel at each location, which we denote as . This pixel value is, in effect, the confidence of the alarm-the higher the value, the higher the confidence. Figure 2 illustrates the prescreener process, including the alarm locations for the example images shown. The next step is to calculate a set of feature vectors for each alarm in A.
SPECTRAL FEATURES
These features capture the spatial spectrum of the alarm locations. In previous works, we found that true positive alarm locations exhibited different spectral characteristics than FAs. Here we present three types of spectral features, each of which is extracted from each alarm location in A.
The second and fourth rows in the second column of Fig. 3 are the spectral responses of a target and a FA respectively. As this figure illustrates, there tends to be more high spatial frequency content in a FA than with a target. There are three different forms of spectral features explored in this work, a 1D FFT in the cross track direction, multiple 1D cross track To further improve detection performance, features are extracted that can be used to delineate a positive detection and false alarm (FA) classes. It is important to find features that have separation between these two classes in the feature space. As previously shown, spectral characteristics of background clutter differ from those of explosive hazards. This difference is exploited to train a classifier which can be used to classify incoming data as FA or true positive. Figure 3 highlights the difference between the spectral responses of a target and a FA.
1D FFT Feature in the Cross Track Direction
The radar data contain complex images from which we use only the real portion in the spectral feature extraction. At each alarm location provided by the prescreener, a 1D FFT in the cross track direction is calculated. This is accomplished by taking a 101 point horizontal slice of pixels centered on the alarm. Then, a 101 point Hamming window is applied to this vector so that more importance is given to the center pixels of the alarm. The FFT is then performed on the row vector. The spectral features are obtained by computing the magnitudes of each frequency bin. A mathematical description of the process is
where indicates an element by element multiplication, Re indicates that the real part of the complex signal is used, H is the Hamming window, is the 101-length row vector of FLGPR image pixels surrounding alarm A. We then store the first 50 frequency values (excluding the DC value) of X f (A). These 50 frequency values are the features used by the classifier. Figure 3 illustrates the output of the 1D FFT.
Multiple 1D FFT Cross Track Direction Features
The ML feature is composed of multiple 1D FFT slices. The FFT is calculated on multiple cross track slices of the radar image in the down track direction. Because the alarms are larger than one horizontal slice, using multiple slices will encompass more of the alarm and the surrounding area. This provides a more complete representation of the alarm compared to using a single slice of the image. Eleven rows of 101 pixels, five beyond the alarm, five before and one centered on the alarm, are used in the calculation of the spectral features. Again a 101 point Hamming window is used on each of the slices and a 1D FFT is calculated for each of the eleven vectors. Note that the row centered on the alarm is exactly the 1D feature. Figure 4 illustrates this concept. Figure 4 shows three rows of the ML feature, one centered on the target, one above center, and one below center. As with the 1D case, only the magnitude's of the first 50 frequency bins are used from each FFT, which are then concatenated to produce a feature vector with 550 elements.
2D FFT Feature
Although the ML FFT captures more of the target signature, it does not contain any down-track (vertical/columns) spatial frequency information. The 2D FFT contains both cross-track and down-track information, which provides a more complete spectral description of each alarm. Although the 2D and ML FFT use more of the image to extract features and would be expected to outperform the 1D FFT, our results show that these two feature sets complement the 1D FFT very well.
To implement the 2D FFT, an image block, 101 pixels wide and 21 pixels high centered on the alarm location, is extracted. A 2D Hamming window of the same size is applied to the image block to emphasize the center of the alarm location. Then the magnitude of the 2D FFT is computed, resulting in a spectral image that is 101 (columns) x 21 (rows). The equation is
where indicates an element by element multiplication, H is a 2D Hamming window, and is the (101 x 21) rectangular sub-image centered at A. We only use the first quadrant (the positive frequencies in both directions) of the 2D FFT, producing a spectral image block that is 50 (columns) x 10 (rows). Figure 5 shows the 2D FFT of an alarm. 
DATA DESCRIPTION
The data we use here was collected over three consecutive days in May, 2011 from a U.S. government built FLGPR system. The collections were done on two lanes; lane A and lane B. There are 9 runs in the dataset, 5 from lane A and 4 from lane B. Table 1 gives the details of the data collection runs. All of the targets in the two lanes are buried in the center of the road at various depths ranging from 1 to 6 inches. The targets consist of landmines and other explosive objects, each with different amounts of metal content. Table 2 details the target counts with respect to depths and metal content.
Lane A has 44 targets and lane B has 50. About 72% of the targets for each lane are buried at a shallow depth (1"-3") and 44% of those shallow-buried targets have high metal content. Nearly 42% of the deeply-buried targets are high metal. Overall, about 44% of the targets have high metal content. Table 4 gives the detection performance of the prescreener. The perforamance is separated for high metal and low metal targets, and for shallow (1"-3") and deep (5"-6") targets. The detection of metal targets is over 90%. For low-metal targets, we have about 70% detection if the target depth is shallow but only 62% when it is deep. Overall, the detection rate is 95.91% for metal targets and 68.22% for low-metal targets. The 1D, 2D, and ML spectral features are generated at each alarm location for target/non-target classification. The classifier used is a genetic k-nearest neighbor (GKNN). 11 The GKNN algorithm is a standard KNN algorithm that uses a genetic algorithm to adjust the k parameter (the number of datums that are considered) and to perform feature selection. Lane-based cross-validations are used for training and testing. The GKNN uses cross-validation methods to maximize the area under the ROC (AUR) for the training data. The AUR metric is simply the normalized integrated area under the ROC curve. Figure 6 gives the ROC curves when we use Lane A for training and Lane B for testing. For probability of detection (PD) above 70%, the 2D spectral features perform best, followed by the ML and 1D spectral features. They all provide much better performance than the prescreener. At 80% PD, the 2D spectral features achieve 55% reduction in the FAR, relative to the prescreener. Figure 7 depicts the ROC curves when Lane B is used for training and Lane A for testing. In this case, the performances for all three spectral features are nearly identical. The performance improvement relative to the prescreener is less than the previous case. Nevertheless, the reduction in FAR is about 20% at 80% PD.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We next examine the use of statistical features computed on the frequency spectrum in addition to the spectral features to improve the detection performance. The statistical features used are the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of the pixels surrounding the alarm location. Only the results with 1D spectral features together with the statistical features are presented for ease of illustration. Figure 8 shows the results when we train on Lane A and test on Lane B. Four ROC curves are presented. The four curves are the prescreener, 1D spectral features only (without using the statistical features), 1D spectral features with skewness and kurtosis, and 1D spectral features with skewness, kurtosis, mean and standard deviation. The use of skewness and kurtosis is very effective to increase the performance. Adding the mean and standard deviation features improves the results further. At 80% PD, the reduction in FAR when using the four statistical features is about 25%.
The results for training on Lane B and testing on Lane A are given in Fig. 9 . The statistical features do not show much improvement. Importantly though, they do not degrade the performance. Figure 8 Performance improvement with the addition of statistical features, train on Lane-A and test on Lane-B Figure 9 Performance improvement with the addition of statistical features, train on Lane B and test on Lane A
CONCLUSION
We have investigated and compared the performance of several variants of the spectral features using FLGPR data collected at a government test site. The 2D spectral feature provided better performance than the 1D and ML spectral features. We conjecture that this is because the 2D feature captures both the horizontal and vertical spatial variations, as opposed to the 1D and ML features, which only capture the horizontal variations. Several statistical features computed from the FLGPR frequency spectrum are also introduced. These statistical features were found to be effective in improving the performance in one lane and not in the other. Further investigations will be conducted as more data become available.
Future work
In the future, we will combine these features with our other work, which use visibile-and infrared-spectrum cameras to detect explosive hazards. 12 Furthermore, our most recent work has focused on using multiple kernel learning to fuse cellstructure features, such as local binary patterns and histograms of oriented gradients. 13 We aim to use the spectral features as an additional set of features in our multiple kernel learning approach. It is our conjecture that fusing multiple sensor modalities is an essential element of an effective explosive hazard detection system.
